The acid-triggered entry pathway of Pseudomonas exotoxin A.
In this study we examined the pH requirements and reversibility of early events in the Pseudomonas toxin entry pathway, namely, membrane binding, insertion, and translocation. At pH 7.4, toxin binding to vesicles and insertion into the bilayer are very inefficient. Decreasing the pH greatly increases the efficiencies of these processes. Acid-treated toxin exhibits pH 7.4 binding and insertion levels. This indicates that hydrophobic regions that become exposed upon toxin acidficiation become buried again when the pH is raised to 7.4. In contrast, the change in toxin conformation that occurs upon membrane binding is irreversible. Returning samples to pH 7.4, incubation with excess toxin, or dilution with buffer up to 1000-fold leads to very little loss of bound toxin. Bound toxin exhibits an extremely high susceptibility to trypsin compared to free toxin (at both pH 4 and pH 7.4). At pH 4, membrane-associated toxin slowly proceeds to a trypsin-protected state; neutralization halts this process. At low pH, toxin was found to bind and insert into DMPC vesicles very efficiently at temperatures both above and below 23 degrees C, the lipid melting point. With fluid targets, the proportion of bound toxin that was photolabeled from within the bilayer peaked rapidly and then decreased with time. With frozen targets, the efficiency of photolabeling peaked but then remained fairly constant.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)